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Abstract. EuroEXA is a major European FET research initiative that aims
to deliver a proof-of-concept of a next generation Exa-scalable HPC plat-
form. EuroEXA leverages on previous projects results (ExaNeSt, ExaNoDe
and ECOSCALE) to design a medium scale but scalable, fully working HPC
system prototype exploiting state-of-the-art FPGA devices that integrate com-
pute accelerators and low-latency high-throughputnetwork.
Exascale-class systems are expected to host a very large number of computing
nodes, from 104 up to 105, so that capability and performances of the intercon-
nect architecture are critical to achieve high computing efficiency at this scale.
In this perspective, EuroEXA enhances the ExaNet architecture, inherited by
the ExaNeSt project, and introduces a multi-tier, hybrid topology network built
on top of an FPGA-integrated Custom Switch that provides high throughput and
low inter-node traffic latency for the different layers of the network hierarchy.
Deployment of a few testbeds is planned, with incremental complexity and
equipped with complete software stack and runtime environment, to support
the integration and test of the network design and to allow for evaluation of
system performance and scalability through benchmarks based on real HPC ap-
plications. Design and integration activities are ongoing and the first small scale
prototype (50 nodes) is expected to be completed in fall 2020 followed, one year
later, by the deployment of the larger prototype (250/500 nodes).

1 Introduction

Nowadays, a number of technology R&D activities has been launched in Europe [1] trying to
close the gap with traditional HPC providers like USA [2] and Japan [3] and more recently
emerging ones like China [4].

The EU HPC strategy, funded through EuroHPC initiative, leverages on two different
pillars: the first pillar is the procurement and hosting of two/three commercial pre-Exascale
deployments, in order to provide the HPC community with world-level class computing sys-
tems; the second pillar aims at boosting an industry-research collaboration in order to design
a new generation of Exascale systems that are to be mainly based upon European technology.

EuroEXA exploits FPGA devices, with their ensemble of either standard and cus-
tom high-performance interfaces, DSP blocks for task acceleration and a huge amount of
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user-assigned logic cells. FPGA adoption allows us to design European innovative intellec-
tual properties targeting either application-tailored acceleration (for high performances within
the computing node) and low-latency, high-throughput custom networking (for scalability).

The EuroEXA [5] computing node, the CRDB, is based on a module hosting Xilinx Ul-
trascale+ FPGAs for application code acceleration hardware, control and network implemen-
tation, and, at a later stage, even a new project-designed, ARM-based, low power multi-core
chip. The interconnect is an FPGA-based hierarchical hybrid network characterized by direct
topology at blade level (16 computing nodes on a board named Blade) and a Custom Switch,
implementing a mix of full-crossbar and Torus topology, for interconnection with the upper
levels. EuroEXA will also introduce a new, high density liquid-cooling technology for blade
systems and a new multi-rack modular assembly based on standard shipping containers in
order to provide an effective solution for moving, deploying and operating large scale sys-
tems. Finally, a complete and system-optimized programming software stack is under design
and a number of scientific, engineering and AI-oriented applications are used to co-design,
benchmark and validate the EuroEXA hardware/software solutions.

The interconnect architecture being the focus of this document, herein we mention some
solutions employed by leading competitors in HPC. For examples, the Aries interconnect in
Cray XC network series [6] with its dragonfly topology [7] is regarded as one of the best al-
ternatives. The K computer [8] at the RIKEN Advanced Institute for Computational Science
(AICS) in Kobe, Japan relies on a custom interconnect — Tofu Interconnect 2 [9] arranged
in a 6D-Torus topology. One the main actors in Europe is Atos, that for HPC developed the
BXI [10], Bull eXascale Interconnect.

In this paper, we will introduce the EuroEXA multi-tier architecture, focusing on the
design of the Custom Switch, the manager of the computing node data traffic at the lower
levels of the network. A brief description of the two testbeds for the validation of the proposed
architectures is in section 2 and section 3. Finally, the preliminary design of the EuroEXA
Custom Switch is presented in section 4.

2 EuroEXA Testbed-1 network architecture at Mezzanine and
System level

EuroEXA Testbed-1 (TB1) is the first testbed deployed. It’s a small size system prototype
mainly used to develop and tune the FPGA network firmware and it inherited the archi-
tecture and the computing node (the QFDB [11]) from the EU ExaNeSt project [12, 13].
In EuroEXA, we exploit the ExaNet [14] communication protocol for low-latency and
high-throughput transmissions through High Speed Serial links, used to perform RDMA and
shared-memory operations.

Given TB1 small number of nodes, the system do not integrate any switch device. The
FPGAs within the node are "point-to-point" interconnected with an all-to-all topology. For
inter-node communication of TB1 system, the QFDB provides a connector with ten bidi-
rectional HSS links for a peak aggregated bandwidth of 100 Gbps. Four out of ten links
connect neighbouring QFDBs hosted on the Mezzanine (Tier 1). The TB1 Mezzanine en-
ables the mechanical housing of 4 QFDBs hardwired in a ring topology with two HSS links
(2 × 10 Gbps) per edge and per direction. The remaining six links, routed through SFP+

connectors, are used to interconnect nodes residing in different Mezzanines (Tier 2).
The Torus Interface (TORUS IF in figure 1), composed by 4 HSS links, interconnects the

four nodes within the same mezzanine as well as those residing on different mezzanines of the
same chassis. Nine mezzanines will fit within an 11U (approximate height, the mezzanines
are hosted vertically) chassis. Each chassis thus hosts 36 QFDBs — meaning 576 ARM
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cores and 2.3 TB of DDR4 memory, approximately 43 cores and 210 GB of memory per 1U
of cabinet height — forming a 3D-Torus, with a network diameter of 4.

A 10G Ethernet Network (10g) and an experimental Top-tier switch [15] connect nodes
residing in different chassis through an interface composed by a single HSS link (10g and
GEAR_IF). The main novelty of the top-tier architecture is to avoid using routing tables by
devising an arithmetic routing scheme based around geographical addressing (GEAR_IF).

Figure 1. Testbed-1 Node and Mezzanine Topology. Four ZU9 FPGAs in an all-to-all scheme form the
computing node. Four such nodes are interconnected by a ring in one mezzanine board.

3 EuroEXA Testbed-2 Network Architecture at Blade Level

Testbed-2 (TB2) is a brand new system expected to be deployed during 2020. It’s based
on a new computing node, the Co-design Recommended Daughter Board (CRDB), made of
a Xilinx Ultrascale+ ZU9 for interconnect and compute and a Xilinx Ultrascale+ VU9 for
compute acceleration. Its deployement is foreseen fro the end of 2020 Furthermore, TB2
will also introduce a new mezzanine component, the TB2 Blade, allowing the placement of
16 CRDBs interconnected using a hierarchical network with hybrid topology: all-to-all at
Blade level and Torus for inter-blade connectivity.

Similar to the QFDB “Network FPGA”, the CRDB integrates the same Xilinx Zynq Ultra-
scale+ ZU9 component to implement the computing node network peer based on the ExaNet
custom protocol. Additionally, the CRDB has the same number of GTH-based serial links
(10) for outer module connectivity with an expected capability of 16 Gbps on a TB2 Blade.

Unlike the TB1 multi-QFDB system, where the high number of SFP+ connectors allows
for different mezzanine and chassis topologies, the mesh of CRDBs on a TB2 Blade has a
fixed hierarchical topology (see figure 2): the lower network hierarchy level provides all-to-all
connectivity to a group of 4 CRDBs (QUAD-DB sub system) and is implemented using 6
links per CRDB partitioned into 3 “Meshlink” channels. The remaining 4 links are bonded
together in the “Uplink” channel connected to the EuroEXA Custom Switch.

The EuroEXA Custom Switch is implemented with a Xilinx Virtex VU9P FPGA. It is
placed on the “Switch” board of the TB2 Blade and is connected to all uplink ports of the
CRDB, providing inter-blade connectivity to higher network hierarchy levels. The Custom
EuroEXA Switch is logically divided into two parts (the light blue boxes in figure 3): (i) the
Blade Level EuroEXA Switch (BLES) responsible for intra-blade networking, and (ii) the
Network Group EuroEXA Switch (NGES) which is responsible for routing from the BLES
to other blades within the “Network Group” as well as external traffic to the Network Group
Ethernet Switch.

The Network Group is a set of 8 Blades arranged into a Torus topology. NGES con-
nectivity is mapped onto eight 100Gbps channels, made of a bonded group of four 25Gbps
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Figure 2. TB2 blade and QUAD-DB
partition.

Figure 3. The EuroEXA TB2 Blade block diagram.

GTY-based links and based on QSFP28 connectors/cables mechanics. 6 out of 8 channels are
used for Network Group interconnect while the remaining two channels connect the Blade to
a tree of off-the-shelf Ethernet switches.

A feature and latency comparison1 between TB1 and TB2 architectures is depicted in
table 1. It is important to stress that the TB1 architecture is focused on low-latency while
with the TB2 architecture EuroEXA will also step up the throughput capability. TB2 will
also increase the density of computing nodes: the 36 (108) QFDBs within a chassis (rack) of
TB1 will be replaced by the 128 (512) CRDBs within a Sub-Rack (Network Group) of TB2
(although the total amount of FPGAs is the same).

Table 1. The EuroEXA multi-tiered network. A comparison of TB1 and TB2 architectures

EuroEXA Testbed-1 EuroEXA Testbed-2
Hierarchy Name Fanout Switching Topology Bandwidth Latency Name Fanout Switching Topology Bandwidth Latency

Tier 4 >2000 Racks 250-500 Racks
Tier 3 Rack x3 Chassis 10GbE / GEAR Fat-Tree 1x10 Gbps Rack x4 Network-Group 100GbE / GEAR Fat-Tree 2x100 Gbps
Tier 2 Chassis x9 Mezzanines ExaNet 3D-Torus 4x10 Gbps 400 ns per hop Network-Group x8 Blades ExaNet 3D-Torus 4x100 Gbps 1300 ns
Tier 1 Mezzanine x4 Nodes ExaNet Ring 1x10 Gbps 1st neigh: 400 ns Blade x16 Nodes ExaNet All-to-all. 2x16 Gbps Quadrant: 300 ns
Tier 0 Node: QFDB x4 FPGAs ExaNet All-to-All 1x16 Gbps 400 ns Node: CRDB x2 FPGAs ExaNet 6x16 Gbps
FPGA Unit ZU9 VU9+ZU9
Core A53 A53

4 EuroEXA Custom Switch Preliminary design

In this section we will report on the EuroEXA FPGA-based Custom Switch activities per-
formed during the first phase of the project. Starting from the current description of TB2
hardware and its electrical and mechanical constraints, we will discuss the rationale for VU9P
FPGA selection and achievable performance expected from this component. Finally, we re-
port on the preliminary high-level architecture of the Custom Switch and on the possible
alternative design implementations.

4.1 EuroEXA Custom Switch on Xilinx Virtex Ultrascale+ FPGA

The EuroEXA Custom Switch is in charge of managing: (i) 16 ports that orchestrate commu-
nication between the Computing Nodes in the Blade (intra-Blade communication); (ii) 6 ports

1The TB2 latency values is preliminary and estimated using transceivers latency, measured in previous projects,
applied to EuroEXA network architecture
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for connection with other Blades within the Network Group (inter-blade communication);
(iii) 2 ports for uplinks to Rack/System level Ethernet switch tree (inter-NG communication).

Each Computing Node (CN) provides a channel with four 16 Gbps full-duplex links,
reaching 1 Tbps aggregated intra-Blade throughput (16CN × 4links × 16Gbps).

The inter-Blade aggregated throughput should be reasonably similar to the intra-Blade
one in order to get a balanced network architecture. In this perspective we target the 100 Gbps
performance of the 8 inter-Blade ports for 0.8 Tbps of aggregate throughput. 100 Gbps
per port also allows implementing the uplink ports via the FPGA embedded Ethernet MAC
and/or PHYs, a standard and cost-effective way to establish links between Blades. FPGA
support for the 100G-CR4 standard allows using copper cables (a cheap option for ca-
ble) up to 5–7 meters (enough for data center rack interconnection) and QSFP28 connec-
tors (certified up to 28 Gbps). Furthermore, by using the 100G-CR4 standard for all eight
high-throughput Custom Switch channels we can avoid electrical/protocol adaptation be-
tween Ethernet Switches at Rack level and Uplink ports of the Custom Switch. As a conse-
quence, the EuroEXA Custom Switch FPGA must provide at least 96 full duplex transceivers
of which 32 (8ports × 4linksperport) at 25 Gbps for network-group connectivity and the
remaining 64 (16ports × 4linksperport) at 16 Gbps for uplink connectivity.

Xilinx FPGAs have different classes of high speed transceivers with a max data rate of
16.3 Gbps (GTH), 32.75 Gbps (GTY) and up to 58.0 Gbps (GTM). GTY are power-efficient
transceivers supporting line rates from 500 Mbps to 30.5 Gbps in UltraScale FPGAs and
32.75 Gbps in Ultrascale+ FPGAs, covering the whole range of data rates specified by the
EuroEXA custom switch. Taking into account the quantity of resources per device, of embed-
ded memory, of transceivers available per single device, the cost and the power consumption,
the Virtex Ultrascale+ VU9P, with its huge amount of embedded GTY transceivers, the great
deal of user available resources and large embedded memory is the best choice for the Eu-
roEXA Custom switch implementation. Regarding the VU9P FPGA package, we selected
the FLGC2104 package as the one offering just the right amount (104) of GTY transceivers.

4.2 EuroEXA Custom Switch preliminary architecture

The EuroEXA Custom Switch manages the data flow among Computing Nodes (in the fol-
lowing CN, aka CRDB), and its function-oriented block diagram (figure 4) can be split into
I/O interfaces and switch blocks.

Figure 4. High-level block diagram of EuroEXA
Custom Switch.

Figure 5. (a) Aurora 64B/66B-based
port; (b) 100 Gigabit Ethernet port)

.
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The I/O interfaces manage transfer of packets with format and characteristics dependent
on the target devices: (i) Computing Node within the same Blade, ExaPacket [16] format -
16 intra-Blade interconnects; (ii) Remote Computing Node located in the “Network Group”,
ExaPacket Format - 6 inter-Blade interconnects; (iii) Network Group Ethernet Switch, Eth-
ernet format - 2 Ethernet Switch interconnects (intra- and inter-Rack). In this paper we focus
on the design of the intra/inter-Blade logic while the inter-NG module is under design by
University of Manchester EuroEXA team.

The Ultrascale+ Transceiver can be configured according to industry-standard protocols,
with possibly small customization for the specific system, or “from scratch” if fully custom
selections are desired. For the intra-Blade channel we use the Xilinx Aurora 64B/66B con-
figuration (figure 4). Aurora 64B/66B is a lightweight serial communication protocol for
multi-Gbit links supporting 16 Gbps on GTY transceivers, with simplex or Full-duplex con-
nections. The protocol uses 64B/66B encoding, offering improved performance because of its
low (3%) transmission overhead, compared to 25% overhead for 8B/10B encoding. Aurora
64B/66B throughput is 16.375 Gbps per lane and 65.5 Gbps for a Quad (4 bonded lanes).

The Aurora-based implementation fits also perfectly for the inter-Blade communication.
Moreover, we will evaluate the use of the Ultrascale+ Integrated 100G Ethernet block (fig-
ure 5) in order to increase the configurability of the design, to support both custom and Ether-
net communication protocol. It supports CAUI-4 with a lane data-width of 320 bit operating
at 322 MHz. Main features of Integrated 100G Ethernet core are: (i) Dynamic and static
deskew support, (ii) 64B/66B decoding and encoding, and (iii) Link status and alignment
monitoring.

Dataflow over all links is managed by APElink [17], a high-throughput, low-latency data
transmission protocol for HPC interconnects, based on the word-stuffing technique. The
switch block establishes dynamic links among the ports of the switch. It must handle more
than one packet transmission at a time, managing conflicts between packets requesting the
same port and ensuring deadlock avoidance.

Given the heterogeneity of implemented ports in terms of bandwidth and data-path and
given the need of matching together blocks from at least three different levels in the hier-
archy and the high bandwidths involved, in order to more clearly assess the various figures
in performance (latency, max frequency, area) we put forward two candidate architectural
solutions.

Figure 6. EuroEXA Custom Switch block
diagram option 1.

Figure 7. EuroEXA Custom Switch block dia-
gram option 2.

.
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In both architectures the BLES manages packets among local Compute Nodes while the
NGES is split into 2 blocks, the first implementing the communication between Blades ar-
ranged in a 3D-torus (applying a deterministic dimension-order routing or a more sophisti-
cated routing logic) and the latter managing the intra-Rack communication based on Ethernet
switching. The first architectural option is depicted in figure 6 where the BLES block is a
huge 16+6 ports design at different data rates (64 Gbps vs 100 Gbps) with all-to-all topology
and (logic) 1-hop per transfer. The second architectural option (figure 7) sees the BLES block
split into further 4 blocks, each one in charge of managing communication of Compute nodes
of a single QUAD-DB sub system. These sub-blocks implement an all-to-all routing while
being interconnected with a DragonFly-like topology, with a cost per port jump of 2-hops.

It is quite evident that while the first option will show lower latency for port-to-port packet
transmission, the higher design complexity required to fit a 16 + 6 ports design into a single
FPGA at maximum speed will negatively affect the maximum speed of the whole design.
On the other hand, option 2 is slower by design (a larger number of cycles is required for
port-to-port transmission) but allows for parallel arbiter/routing control phases and exhibits
lower complexity due to the partition of the crossbar switch in smaller 4 sub-switch blocks.
As a consequence, the comparison of the two architectural options and the selection of the
most effective solution requires a further phase of exploration and evaluation of FPGA tech-
nology limits (design speed and resource use optimization) that will be performed by testing
a reduced number of representative portions of the whole design.

5 Conclusion

This paper introduces the EuroEXA interconnect architecture and in particular the design of
the innovative Custom Switch, the component in charge of network traffic handling at Blade
and at Network Group levels. The inner components of Custom Switch, several BLES and
NGES releases as well as the intra- and inter-blade channels, were successfully tested on
commercial development kits to speed up the integration phase on the EuroEXA prototypes.
We got very encouraging results in term of a) single (and bonded) link speed, which ap-
proaches the expected peak, and b) moderate resources occupancy. During 2020, we will
finalize the design of network IPs and their porting on project designed hardware (Blade and
Custom Switch PCB) in order to complete the deployment of the EuroEXA TB2 testbed.
A large scale testbed, integrating the final and optimized release of the Custom Switch, is
expected to be deployed in the second half of 2021.
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